
Terms and Conditions 

 

The product  purchased  and MASTER SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS services are governed by the texts of 

following general terms. Please read them attentively.  

General   terms of sale -- Direct sales (applies to all the direct sales by Internet)  

General terms of sale for the people or entities which buy in order to resell (applies to the product 

purchases that the purchasers have the intention to resell to others)  

  

General terms of SALE and SERVICES MASTER SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS 

In this document, MASTER SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS is indicated  as MS&S. 

 

1.Definitions 

Customer:  natural person (including a consumer) or morals, who buys or agrees to buy Products 

and/or Services with MS&S. 

 

Conditions: these General terms of Sale and Services. 

 

Confirmation of order: acceptance written by MS&S to  the customer order. 

 

MS&S: entity MASTER SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS as identified on your Confirmation of order and/or 

your invoice.  

 

IPR: “intellectual property laws”, including in particular, patents, marks, drawings and models, any 

application of these property rights, royalty, know-how, trade names and any other intellectual 

property law protected whatever the country;  

 

Software: operating system, integrated software  or  others conceived by MS&S, or property of 

MS&S or, given in license by MS&S. 

 



Price: total price of the Products and/or Services had by the Customer with MS&S. 

Product:  Goods, (software included) described well in any document published by MS&S and/or on 

its website or in any  order confirmation which the Customer buys or agrees to buy with MS&S.  

 

Services: performances of service and/or customer support carried out by MS&S or its subcontractor 

in accordance with the Offer of service,   

 

2.Field of application 

2.1 These Conditions apply to all the contracts of product sales and/or Services by MS&S with the 

Customers. 

2.2 These Conditions exclude the application from all other general terms except written acceptance 

of MS&S. 

2.3 While placing his order of Products and/or Services, the Customer accepts expressly  the present 

Conditions. 

2.4 The acceptance of the customer order by MS&S is materialized by the sending of a Confirmation 

of order to the Customer. The Customer must check the Confirmation of order and immediately 

inform MS&S of any error or anomaly. If not, MS&S will deliver the Product in accordance with the 

Confirmation of order which will engage the Customer. 

 

3. Basket, Modifications, Order 

3.1 The prices indicated on MS&S website, confirmed in `' the basket'' of the customer are used as 

estimate, except estimate particularly established within the framework of a file of partnership `large 

account'.  On Internet site MS&S, the customer profits from several related services to the procedure 

of Estimate-Order establishment: 

* Own account: Each customer can create on site MS&S a private account, protected by his 

password. 

*Permanent Basket:  All the products added to the On-line basket of the customer are preserved 

between several visits until the finalization of the order. The customer can begin his purchases at the 

time of a visit, suspend during several days and conclude the order at the time of a later visit.   

*Addresses: MS&S can deliver the products at an address different from the address of the 

customer.  

*Order’s Historic:  Each customer order in MS&S shop is preserved. The Customer can constantly 

consult the history or know the advance of his last order if it were not delivered yet.  



3.2 The policy of MS&S being to improve its Products and Services constantly,  and the Customers 

being able to buy Third country Products, MS&S reserves the right to modify the technical 

specifications of the Products and Services indicated in the Confirmation of order. MS&S however 

guarantees at least equivalent functionalities and performances, and no significant change will be 

carried out without the agreement of the Customer. 

 

4.Price and Payment Terms  

4.1 The price which the Customer must pay is indicated on the Confirmation of order MS&S and the 

invoice.  

4.2 The payment is carried out before the delivery of the Products or the execution of the Services, 

or, in the event of acceptance of written MS&S, in the 30 Nets days according to the date of invoice. 

MS&S can suspend the delivery or the execution of the Services until the complete payment of the 

invoice. 

4.3 In the event of contracts or successive orders with execution of a customer (other that 

Consuming), the prices can be adjusted by MS&S in the event of fluctuation of foreign exchange 

rates, of the custom charges, insurance, and/or Services.  

4.4 If the payment of the invoice is not carried out within the time limit by MS&S, and after written 

injunction, the Consumer will see himself applying penalties, calculated on the basis of legal interest 

rate. The penalties which had by the not-Consumers will be calculated on the basis of four times legal 

interest rate. MS&S can suspend the delivery in the event of delay of payment. The bank charges are 

the responsibility of the Customer. 

 

5. Delivery 

5.1 The delivery is carried out by an Express conveyer with the choice of the Customer. 

(CHRONOPOST)  for France, DHL,  UPS,  SAGA EXPRESS, TOP CHRONO Express for the international 

one.  The address of delivery is that indicated in the Confirmation of order by the customer.  MS&S 

switches forwarding starting from the warehouse nearest to the address of delivery to reduce as 

much as possible the cost of freight.  

5.2 For practical reasons, the delivery of the Products can be spread out (example: delivery of Third 

country Products which are not at the same time manufactured or with the same place as Products 

MS&S).  

5.3 The applicable tariff is communicated to the customer according to the weight and of the 

conveyer selected.  

5.4 The Customer must indicate on the delivery order, before any signature, any parcel or missing 

Product, damaged or not conforms.  

5.5 For the only sales with the Consumers, the delivery is carried out thirty days to the maximum 

after Confirmation of order. In the event of going beyond of this time the Consumer has right, in 



accordance with the law, with the refunding of his order and the post maturity interest calculated 

according to legal interest rate. 

 

6. Property and risks 

6.1 The property of the Products is transferred to the Customer after integral payment from the 

Price. In the event of non-respect by the Customer of these Conditions and before transfer of 

property, MS&S can recover all the provided products.   

6.2 The transfer of the risks to the Customer or his representatives takes place during the delivery. 

 

7. Acceptance - Right of the Consumer  

7.1 Acceptance of no-Consumers: Non Consumers can refuse the Product in the event of substantial 

nonconformity with the Confirmation of order by addressing in writing their complaints in the 7 

(seven) days following the day of delivery.  At the end of this period, the Products will be famous to 

be accepted by the no-Consumer.  

7.2 Right of the Consumers: The Consumers can retract of their order within 7 (seven) working day 

following the delivery of the Product. MS&S can require written confirmation. The Consumer cannot 

any more retract or cancel his order if the products were opened, used and/or if the Services started 

to be carried out and/or if the Products became unsuitable with the sale because of the Consumer. 

The Products must be turned over not damaged in their packing of origin to the risks of the 

Consumer. In accordance with the law, MS&S will refund the Price (except for the expenses of 

return) in the thirty days following the date of reception. Beyond, the sum due is, full, productive of 

interests at the statutory rate into force. 

7.3 For any return, the Product must be available so that MS&S can carry out the recovery at the 

date indicated.  

 

8. Guarantee and Services 

Conditions for implementation of the Services and the Guarantee  

8.1 As from the delivery, MS&S repairs or replaces the defective Products, others that the Third 

country Products. Guarantee MS&S does not make obstacle with the guarantee of the latent defects 

envisaged in articles 1641 and following of the civil code and with the guarantee of compliance 

envisaged with the L211-4 articles and following of the code of consumption if the Product is sold to 

a Consumer. The Consumers do not profit from these two legal guarantees. 

8.2 MS&S guarantees the spare parts during 90 days as from the delivery date or for the period of 

guarantee remaining to be run, if it is longer. MS&S remains owner of the Products or parts replaced. 



MS&S will invoice with the Customer the aforementioned parts and Products if they are not turned 

over on request a MS&S. 

Any part essential to the use of the delivered Products should be available for the Consumers during 

2 years as from their delivery. 

8.3 The Third country Products are repaired in accordance with the guarantee of their manufacturers 

or editors. 

MS&S does not guarantee the Third Software and IM, provided by the Third software publisher. The 

Customer accepts asresser with the known as manufacturers or editors for the exercise of the 

guarantee of the Third country Products. 

8.4 MS&S will make its best efforts to intervene as soon as possible, which can vary taking into 

account the distance, of the accessibility of the Product, and the availability of the parts. MS&S is not 

responsible for the losses direct or indirect resulting from the non-observance of the deadlines from 

intervention and MS&S could not incur any other contractual or criminal liability for defect for the 

Product or not to have solved the defects within a reasonable delay.  

8.5 The obligations of MS&S as regards guarantee are subordinated to an adequate use of the 

Products and do not cover the modifications or repairs made without prior approval and written 

MS&S. guarantee MS&S does not cover the damage due to an external cause such as: shocks, risk, 

moisture, electric overpressure, environmental conditions of the Product. Notwithstanding what is 

indicated above, are excluded from the service the work carried out apart from the wrought hours, 

modification or displacement of configuration, preventive maintenance. 

8.6 The Service can be provided by telephone or Internet according to the case. The phone calls can 

be recorded. The Customer owes to personnel MS&S all the reasonable courtesy, information, the 

co-operation clean to make it possible MS&S to provide the Services and the Customer is responsible 

for the telephone and postal expenses when he contacts MS&S. 

  

9. Major force 

No part is responsible for the no-execution of its engagements in the event of circumstances caused 

by events escaping its reasonable control of which in particular: strikes, terrorist acts, wars, problems 

assigning the suppliers, transport or production, fluctuations of foreign exchange rates, acts of the 

public authorities, natural disasters. Each part will be entitled to an additional time of execution. If 

such a situation lasts more than 60 days, the contract could be solved in writing by one or the other 

part, without allowance. 

 

10. Responsibility 

MS&S accepts its responsibility for the physical injuries, and the proven material damage caused with 

goods deprived by its negligence or its intentional fault or that of its employees, agents or 



subcontractors. Out the physical injuries or the deaths, the responsibility for MS&S is, of convention 

express, limited to 125% of the Price. MS&S declines any responsibility for: 

(I) Damage resulting from a defect of a Product or Service which were repaired by MS&S within a 

reasonable delay; 

(II) Indirect or immaterial damages such as the losses of turnovers, profits, wages, incomes, data, or 

shortfall; 

(III) The damage which the Customer could avoid by respecting the councils and instructions of 

MS&S; 

(iv) Damage made by MS&S resulting from the use of the materials provided or chosen by the 

Customer, or because of the instructions of the Customer;   

 

11. Intellectual property and Software.  

MS&S will put out of cause the Customer in the event of complaint, request, legal action (lawyer fees 

and expenses included/understood) if the use of the Product   intellectual property laws of Third. In 

this case, MS&S will be able to exchange it, modify it or refund it made deduction of its value of 

depreciation. The Customer will compensate MS&S for  the produced counterfeiting or any 

counterfeit for IPR integrated in the Product specified by the Customer or belonging to him. MS&S is 

authorized to negotiate, to lead the procedure and the Customer must assist MS&S when the 

litigation is related to its Product. MS&S preserves all its intellectual property laws in the Products. 

The Customer must immediately notify with MS&S any complaint for counterfeit or unauthorized use 

of the Product or the intellectual property laws which it contains.   

 

12. Control export. 

The Customer is informed that the Products can contain the technologies and software  subjected to 

the laws on the control of exports of the United States and the European Union like to the laws of 

the country or they are delivered or used. In accordance with these laws, the Products cannot be 

sold, rented or transferred to users or country subjected to restriction. The Customer agrees to 

conform to these laws. 

 

13. Data protection. 

The personal data are preserved and treated in accordance with the applicable laws on the 

protection of the personal data, and with the policy of confidentiality MS&S. MS&S can share these 

data with other entities MS&S, agents or subcontractors acting for the account of MS&S. MS&S can 

transfer these personal data to its subsidiary companies and partners.   

 



14. Confidentiality 

Each part must process the confidential informations received from the other with the most strict 

confidentiality, in the same way which it would treat its own confidential informations, and not in on 

this side level of adequate protection. 

 

15. Cancellation. 

Each part can terminate the contract if the other: (I) makes a serious deficiency or persistent with its 

contractual obligations and does not repair them in the 30 days following a written injunction; or (II) 

becomes insolvent or unable to pay its debts on their date of current liability. MS&S can terminate 

this contract without notice if: (I) the Customer does not pay at the date envisaged; or (II) the 

Customer infringe  the laws on the control of exports or MS&S suspects the Customer of infringing.  

 

16. Rights of the Consumer.  

These Conditions do not modify the imperative legislative rights granted to the Consumers. 

 

17. Applicable law  and Jurisdiction 

THESE CONDITIONS ARE SUBJECTED TO THE FRENCH LAW AND, IF THE CUSTOMER EAST TRADING 

WITH THE EXCLUSIVE COMPETENCE OF THE COURTS OF COMPETENT JURISDICTION OF PARIS. 

If a clause of these Conditions is declared null by a court, the remainder applies. The notifications 

must be addressed in writing to an legal representative of the other with the address indicated on 

the invoice. The Convention of Vienna on the international sale contracts of goods is not applicable 

to these Conditions. 

 

18. Transfer. 

MS&S can yield, sub-contract or transfer its rights or obligations in all or partly with a third. The 

Customer will not be able to yield, sub-contract or transfer his rights that with the agreement written 

from MS&S. 


